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Auburn Hills, Mich. -- Al Horford is completely over the hamstring strain that bothered him 

earlier this season. It shows. 

The Hawks center is averaging 24.2 points and 10.0 rebounds with a .679 field goal percentage 

(55 of 81) over the past five games. He has scored over 20 points in each of those games, a 

career first. 

“I think it just has to do with me being healthy and we are playing through me a lot more,” 

Horford said Monday before the Hawks played at the Pistons. That helps. I’m able to stay in the 

rhythm of the offensive.” 

Horford said the hamstring is no longer limiting his running and jumping. He also dealt with a 

calf issue. 

“When we have a lot of ball movement and high assists it gets everybody involved not just me,” 

Horford said. “When that happens I usually do pretty well. When we don’t and we stick, that is 

when my game gets affected and we tend to struggle as a team. It’s not hard to figure out that if 

we have a high assist total we are going to have a good chance.” 

* Speaking of assists, the Hawks rank second in the NBA in assists per game at 24.3. They have 

failed to have at least 20 assists only seven times this season and are 24-6 when the surpass the 

mark. 

The Hawks have a league-best 65 percent of assists on made baskets (1,312 of 2,020). 

* The Hawks have not heard from the league office about Saturday’s game when the Bucks’ 

Larry Sanders grabbed Zaza Pachulia from behind in a post-game ruckus. Pachulia was called 

for a Flagrant Foul I in the fourth quarter following an official review. Words were exchanged 

after that incident with Samuel Dalembert getting the most animated. 

* Coach Larry Drew had not settled on a lineup against the Pistons 90 minutes before the game. 

The probable starters are Jeff Teague, DeShawn Stevenson, Kyle Korver, Josh Smith and 

Horford. 

* Pachulia was a late scratch with a sore Achilles. Newly acquired Jeremy Tyler was activated 

for the first game. 



* The Pistons will be without Will Bynum for tonight’s game. The guard was suspended for one 

game without pay by the league for striking the Pacers’ Tyler Hansbrough in the stomach during 

the fourth quarter Saturday. 

* The Pistons also did not have Brandon Knight. The guard has missed three games with a 

hyperextended right knee. 

* The Hawks are looking to avenge an 84-83 loss at the Pistons Jan. 4. The Hawks fell behind by 

19 points before a fourth-quarter rally fell just short. Drew said his team can’t afford the 

defensive miscues that led to the deficit. 

“We didn’t play very well,” Drew said. “Defensively, we made too many mistakes. You hear me 

say it all the time, on the road you just can’t afford to make those types of mistakes. We did fall 

down early. We didn’t panic. We fought back and it was a close game at the end. 

“The last time we were in this building, we gave them too many baskets on blunders.” 

Drew said keeping the Pistons off the glass will also be a key. 

 


